
GLA launch of London community led housing hub   14.07.17 

Introduction from James Murray, Deputy Mayor 
About 90 participants. 
 
Maja Luna Jorgesen lead from GLA outlined the hub to be run by CDS, Community Land 
Trust and Cohousing UK. She stressed that the hub is for us all to use and not for the GLA. 
She outlined barriers for community led housing projects related to land, technical 
expertise, links with LAs and Has, planning.   
£250k start up - London boroughs added money  
CDS are developing the business plan and funding plan for the hub 
Recruiting staff for operation in the autumn 
Speak to adviser and plan 
Want to develop toolkits, Guidance for Las, Diagram of roles, Train new leaders in groups 
Peer to peer support and learning and collaboration  
Develop tailored support. 

Workshops were held at each table of eight. 
Our table included: 
Patrick Devlin from Pollard Thomas Edwards, (OWCH arachitects); 
Mario Wolf, seconded from DCLG to run a task force to establish self build community 
housing – based at Igloo/National Custom and Self Build Association; 
John Delahunty, working to set up Irish community housing through Innisfree Housing 
Association; 
Man-Lim Li, London borough of Waltham Forest; 
Mike Basquill, Royal Institute of Chartered Surveyors; 
Kumar Ghosh, Social and Sustainable Capital; 
Andy Watson, Walterton and Elgin community homes  
 
We discussed challenges faced by each group and opportunities possible. 
I raised being a non-geographical community as a challenge and opportunities working in 
partnership – may be as a guinea pig for GLA to test out setting up projects. 
Each table was asked to then look at what we could do together to support each other and 
what GLA could do. 
 
The participants of our table suggested that they work with us to set up a pilot that could 
be used as a model to understand strategically how to build a housing project, monitoring 
progress from scratch and lessons. 
 
They have offered to meet with us to share their expertise and for LOLCC to be a pilot to 
look at how the GLA can support groups in finding and allocating small sites (such as from 
TFL) for ‘less than best consideration’ (meaning not just for best price or to house 
homeless people). They wish to use us to develop concordats between GLA and LAs 
influenced by the needs of project like ours, where we do not line in one borough. This 
would provide strategic longer term model for future schemes. 
 



They offered to help set up a group of leads to progress this with GLA and would like to 
meet with us over the summer. Photo of outcome of our workshop attached.  


